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My name is Sonya. I&#x2019;m a submissive, raised at Haven and trained to be the
perfect mate for an alpha. When I turned twenty I was ready to be mated, but when I
arrived at my new alphas home I found not one, but two alphas. They both wanted
me, and I wanted them, even if such a thing had never been done before.
Almost from the moment I agreed to their terms, others started conspiring to keep us
apart. After only one night, sabotage compels Adrian to leave. Now, they are close to
catching the saboteur and reuniting with me for good. But I should have known, our
happy ending was always going to be a bumpy ride.
~This is the third book in the Alphas series. Mated to the Alphas is the first book and
the series, and although they can be read in any order, it's recommended that you
start at the beginning. ;) As always HEA! XO~
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